
Ready for takeoff.

Introducing

The latest treatment tool from ClearCorrect.



It’s nice to be a passenger sometimes, but as a 
clinician, you’re the pilot. That’s why we made 
ClearPilot: to put you in the cockpit so you can 
take control and easily get a thousand-foot 
view of all the details of your treatment.

With more information at your fingertips, a brand new 
look, and helpful user interface, ClearPilot gives you more 
visibility and responsive control as you review and approve 
your clear aligner cases. 

Most importantly, ClearPilot is web-based, so you’ll always 
have the latest and greatest updates, without any need to 
download or upgrade anything on your end.

Full-throttle 
treatment 
planning.

View all comment history, from your first 
round of edits all the way to the current 
version, including technician responses.

Superimposition: activate this feature to 
compare any step to the starting position 
of treatment.

Millimeter grid: just how much overjet 
are you leaving? Just how much space 
needs to be closed? This feature will cut 
down on guess work.

Treatment overview panel: spells out 
all recommended procedures over the 
course of treatment.

Side-by-side comparison: photos, 
prescription, and x-rays are readily available 
while evaluating your treatment plan.

Tooth movement chart: displays total 
movement planned at the end of 
treatment, as well as movement planned 
for each step.

Treatment timeline: play through each step of treatment, and 
the model in the main window will reflect planned movements, 
including engagers, IPR, and pontics as prescribed.

Treatment illustration: shows what’s happening 
at each step of treatment so your patients can 
understand more easily.

At ClearCorrect we’re commited to our mission of constantly listening to our 
clinicians feedback, to continue to improve their experience and provide the tools 
they need to move their practices forward. The ClearPilot platform is alive, and new 
features are already on the horizon, so keep an eye out for the next exciting update!



Here’s to the next leg 
of your trip—happy 
treatment planning.

clearcorrect.com · (888) 331-3323

Register.
clearcorrect.com/doctors 

Learn more.
support.clearcorrect.com

Submit a case.
dr.clearcorrect.com
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